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doctors of distinction

Dr. Dimitry Palceski is proud to help Central Floridians 
put their “best face forward.”  Whether he’s treating a 
teenager with acne, surgically removing skin cancer, or 
erasing a wrinkle, Dr. Palceski has the perfect prescription 
for keeping your skin looking and feeling its best. Armed 
with the latest knowledge in his specialty and experienced 
in the newest techniques, Dr. Palceski is passionate about 
his patients and his practice. 

His office, Reflections Dermatology & Center for Skin 
Care, located in the upscale setting of Baldwin Park, is 
a true reflection of Dr. Palceski and his commitment to 
beauty.  “When designing our space, I felt it was important 
to create an environment that was not only aesthetically 
pleasing, but relaxing as well,” says Dr. Palceski. Mission 
accomplished! Meticulously decorated down to the last 
detail, Reflections Dermatology combines a palette of soft, 
tranquil colors with a sophisticated décor; a true delight 
for the senses. 

Unsurpassed in design, his office is equally impressive in 
regard to function. From the high-tech electronic medical 
records software that allows the office to be eco-friendly 
and paperless, to the state-of-the-art equipment, to the 
impeccable customer service provided by Dr. Palceski 
and his staff, the experience is seamless. “From check-in 
to check-out, we strive to make each visit to our office a 
positively memorable experience,” says Dr. Palceski. 

Never without his sense of humor, Dr. Palceski has a 
unique talent for connecting with his patients and putting 
them at ease. “I treat all patients equally.  Whether you 
come see me for a medical condition such as eczema or 
rosacea or for a cosmetic procedure such as Botox or laser 
rejuvenation, it is my goal to help you look and feel as 
good on the outside as you do on the inside,” he says.  As 
a board certified dermatologist and dermatologic surgeon, 
Dr. Palcesksi is exclusively trained to diagnose and treat 
all conditions of the skin. “I feel very fortunate to be a 
specialist in my field. Not only is it one the most difficult 
residencies to obtain in medicine, but it is truly a blend of 
art and science and has allowed me to unite my love for 
surgery with my critical eye for aesthetics,” he says. 

“The future of dermatology has never looked brighter,” 
adds Dr. Palceski. “With new advancements in science and 
technology, we are now able to reverse or slow the signs of 
aging and the environment using non-surgical procedures 
designed to enhance, rejuvenate, and restore the skin. 
It’s truly remarkable.” Patients have never had so many 
choices when it comes to the care of their skin. Dr. Palceski 
encourages people to make a wise choice and seek the care 
of a board-certified dermatologist.   
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